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Abstract

Learning how to make decisions from experience is often stud-
ied using probabilistic outcome prediction or choice tasks, as
in conditioning, reward learning, or risky gambles (e.g., re-
sponse A provides reward in 75% of the cases, response B in
25% over repeated trials with feedback). One debated phe-
nomenon in such tasks is that of negative recency, describing
that learners expect the rare event after observing a streak of
common events (e.g., Gamblers fallacy). Here, we show that
this behavior, despite instructing participants to use a visual
stimulus, also occurs in probabilistic single-cue conditioning
training, where participants predicted whether digging at a spe-
cific location on a plane (visual cue) leads to finding a Vase or
Nothing (events), when they received reward for correct pre-
dictions. We manipulated reward magnitude in three condi-
tions (equal for both common and rare events vs. high for
common event vs. high for rare event, between factor). We
further manipulated whether the label of the rare event was
framed as event (finding a Vase) or non-event (finding Nothing;
between factor). The results suggest, that reward magnitude
affected the emergence of negative recency, being most preva-
lent when correctly predicting the rare event yielded a high
reward, and least prevalent when the common event yielded
a high reward. Interestingly, the event label instead rather af-
fected when the rare event was expected, such that common
Vase runs were expected to end earlier than common Nothing
runs. We discuss the findings from conditioning and economic
perspectives, generally concerning experience-based learning.

Keywords: probability learning, conditioning, negative re-
cency, reward magnitude

Introduction
How humans learn taking actions given a stimulus and differ-
ent choice alternatives has inspired research on experience-
based learning over a century, in classic conditioning (e.g.,
learning that blue things predict an event A, green things
predict nothing), and economic decisions (e.g., choos-
ing/predicting event A yields high reward, but event B low
reward). A common question is how people act when these
stimulus-event or action-reward relations are uncertain and
outcome probabilities need to be learned. One shared per-
spective assumes that reinforcing choices in the presence of
specific stimuli or options leads to repeating this behavior,
a.k.a. reinforcement learning (RL; see Rescorla & Wagner,
1972; Bush & Mosteller, 1951; Pothos & Wills, 2011). How-
ever, recent debates question this view as people often show
unexplained behavior known as probability matching (for re-
views see Estes, 1964; Koehler & James, 2014) when there is
uncertainty in how often reinforcement occurs. This is usu-
ally the case if feedback is probabilistic (e.g., action A leads

to a higher reward than action B in 75% of the cases, which
probability matching enacts). In recent economic studies, dis-
cussions re-emerge on how this reflects a variant of the so-
called Gamblers fallacy (e.g., Plonsky et al., 2015; Szollosi
et al., 2022; Schulze et al., 2020). That is, after observing
the commonly reinforced event several times in a row, par-
ticipants begin to expect the rare event. We here provide ev-
idence from an experience-based event-prediction task, that
the magnitude of payoff for correctly predicting the rare event
moderates this trend, despite participants being instructed to
use a visual stimulus.

As a classic example, imagine you have to predict in which
color a light-bulb will come on (color y vs. color b) in about
400 repeated trials, as in the verbal conditioning study by
Nicks (1959). This is a similar task to predicting the next win-
ning color at the Roulette table but without monetary payoffs.
The (unknown) probability of observing y is 70% (random),
and an observed event sequence could be yyybyby. In contrast
to the predictions of standard RL, Nicks (1959) found that the
expectancy of the rare b event increased with the run length
(or streak) of common y events. In conditioning research, this
has been debated as negative-recency effect (see also Estes,
1964; Fernberger, 1920; Jarvik, 1951). As mentioned, it has
recently be re-discovered in risky gambles (e.g., Plonsky et
al., 2015; Szollosi et al., 2022), but also brought back to
the attention of researchers in conditioning (Perruchet, 2015;
Myers, 2014).

Indeed, a plethora of discussions circle around the phe-
nomenon of negative recency, which we review from a gen-
eral perspective in Schlegelmilch, Wills, & von Helversen
(2023). However, due to its neglect in recent decades, two
still understudied questions that stand out are (a) whether this
effect also occurs when participants are explicitly instructed
to use visual predictors of events and (b) how the magnitude
of reward associated with both events influences the preva-
lence of negative recency (see also Estes, 1964; Tune, 1964).
Since most studies on conditioning and economic decisions
entertain the idea that participants learn stimulus-event, or
action-reward associations, it seems due scrutinizing which
factors underlie learning about sequential event patterns and
negative recency.

Already Restle (1966) has shown that participants are able
to learn to predict two non-monetary alternating events (b and
y) when simply observing that each occurred after a specific
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run length of the other event (e.g., alternation from b to y
after observing bbb, and vice versa after observing yyy). Res-
tle (1966) and other researchers therefore argued that people
count the run-lengths of events (see also Goodnow & Petti-
grew, 1955), while more recent approaches argue that peo-
ple memorize whole sequences of patterns (Plonsky et al.,
2015; Feher da Silva et al., 2017). However, Schulze et al.
(2020) collected verbal reports about how participants would
approach a monetary gamble task, finding, in line with early
theories, that most would start counting event runs to predict
event probabilities and their alternation.

Intriguingly, this not only concerns gambling scenarios, but
also widely applied methods in classic conditioning, as used
in our study, which employ probabilistic feedback. However,
such learning tasks typically also involve putative visual pre-
dictors of events, and a question is, whether participants still
would show negative recency behavior. For example, in con-
ditioning, a typical focus lies on investigating the formation
of cue-event associations, by repeatedly presenting a constant
visual stimulus (cue) paired with a subsequent event. A com-
mon method is to analyze the average change in event ex-
pectancy over those trials, while negative recency is thereby
often neglected. The presence of negative recency, however,
would question the classic idea, that average learning curves
reflect the formation of cue-event associations, as participants
could also make use of the length of event runs as predictor.

The basic task-design used in our study reflects this single-
cue conditioning paradigm (for an overview, see Mackintosh,
1974, see also Dunsmoor & Murphy, 2015; Lee et al., 2018;
Lovibond et al., 2020), exemplified in Fig. 1A. It contains
a training phase with trial-and-feedback learning. A visual
cue on a continuous dimension is presented (a horizontal lo-
cation), telling participants that this represents a digging site,
and their task is to predict whether they will excavate a Vase
or Nothing at this location, happening in repeated trials. After
a choice, immediate feedback tells whether Vase or Nothing
occurred. But this was probabilistic, such that one of both
events was more common with 75% probability. In addition,
if participants correctly predicted the event in a given trial,
they received a reward in Thalers, the currency in this exper-
iment. However, if incorrect, they received no reward, but
were informed how many Thalers they would have earned if
they predicted the other event in this trial.

Crucially, as in single-cue conditioning, the visual stimulus
(location) was virtually constant such that it did not predict
when the rare event can be observed. In principle, we argue,
that for the given scenario, behavior should first be RL like
(also called positive recency) if participants are instructed to
use a visual predictor. However, once participants observed
that the visual predictor is unreliable, they might search for
other (hidden) predictors to achieve perfect accuracy and col-
lect rewards, such as the run length of the common event
(see also Estes, 1964). In other words, behavior should, over
learning, change from positive to negative recency, which we
test here. Crucially, already Tune (1964) speculated, similar

Figure 1. Training Trial Example and Study Design. (A)
After presentation of the line location, participants predicted
the event of an excavation (Vase or Nothing). Feedback is
probabilistic (e.g., 75% Vase, 25% Nothing). The illustrated
trial feedback shows that ‘Nothing’ was predicted and was
correct (becoming yellow). Correct predictions yield reward
in Thalers according to the study design; incorrect predictions
yield 0 Thalers, but the possible reward is disclosed (reward
associated to observed event). (B) Study design (fully crossed
between): Reward magnitude (Equal vs. Common High vs.
Rare High) X label of the events (common = Vase vs. Noth-
ing). Coins (5 and 13) reflect reward in Thalers, later con-
verted to a $ bonus.

to Estes (1964), that negative recency might only occur, when
there is some interest in the rare event, which to our knowl-
edge has not been studied. Our hypothesis is, that increasing
the payoff associated to the rare event (relative to the common
event) increases interest in it, leading to stronger negative re-
cency.

More generally, it seems noteworthy, that introducing
choice-contingent rewards into a single-cue conditioning task
becomes practically identical to standard probability learning
(see Estes, 1964) or probabilistic reward learning (i.e., which
response leads to reward, e.g., Feher da Silva et al., 2017;
Shanks et al., 2002). That is, in the latter, there is no putative
causal cue, and in our study, the visual stimulus is virtually
constant (non-diagnostic). The current design, thus, could be
conceptualized as stimulus-event | response-reward learning,
which allows connecting the perspectives of conditioning and
probabilistic reward learning. However, to our knowledge,
the influence of reward magnitude on negative recency has
also not been studied in reward learning tasks.

In probability learning tasks, it is more common to take
a perspective concerning how people form a preference for
the choice options, such as estimating their long-term util-
ity by integrating both probability and magnitude of the op-
tions’ payoffs, which is typically tested via the participants’
average choice rates. For example, if reward is paid for cor-
rectly predicting each event (e.g., as in Shanks et al., 2002;
Feher da Silva et al., 2017), and the Vase event occurs in 75%
of the trials, then choosing the Vase event should be strate-
gically preferred over the alternative, because it has a higher
expected value, which would enact a strategy known as prob-
ability maximizing (see Koehler & James, 2014).
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Thus, it seems uncontroversial to expect that participants
more often choose the more frequently occurring event (the
common event) if both events are associated to the same im-
mediate reward (e.g., 5 Thalers). However, manipulating the
reward of these events (cet. par.) might induce a bias to-
wards predicting the event associated to the higher reward
in general. In this vein, the question is whether this hap-
pens in terms of a plain choice bias independent from the run
lengths of events, or alternatively, whether this is driven by
negative recency leading to more frequent rare-event choices,
the longer the common-event run becomes. To test how re-
ward magnitude affects the event predictions, we therefore
employed three conditions (between subjects). In an equal
rewards condition, similar to Shanks et al. (2002), correctly
predicting each common and rare event led to the same re-
ward of 5 Thalers in a given trial. However, in a Com-
mon High condition, correctly predicting the common event
yielded 13 Thalers and the rare event 5 Thalers. Vice versa, in
a Rare High condition, correctly predicting the common and
rare events yielded 5 and 13 Thalers, respectively.

Finally, conditioning and reward learning sometimes con-
found whether ‘something’ (common event or reward) hap-
pens or ‘nothing’ happens (rare non-events or no reward),
which could as well affect stimulus-event predictions (tra-
ditionally discussed in terms of inihibtory mechanism; e.g.,
Honig et al., 1963; Lovibond et al., 2020; Mackintosh, 1974).
That is, the distinction between event labels and their as-
sociated rewards highlights, that our learning task includes
two aspects that might concern cognitively distinct processes.
First, learning of how likely a (non-monetary) event is either
given a stimulus or the length of event runs, and, second,
of how desirable the corresponding event is (reward magni-
tude). In turn, the common-event labels (Vase vs. Noth-
ing) and their rewards (Equal vs Common High vs. Rare
High) could affect either one or both of these mechanisms.
Thus, to delineate the impact of reward magnitude from that
of event/non-event coding, we also manipulated the labels of
the commonly observed (75%) event either being ‘Vase’ or
‘Nothing’ (between, fully crossed). Fig. 1B illustrates the full
design. Note, we here mainly focus on our central hypotheses
regarding the effects of reward magnitude.

Experiment

Our task combines probabilistic stimulus-event and response-
reward learning, which allows studying the potential inter-
action of corresponding learning processes. Note, we pre-
registered this study to investigate how reward and event
labels influence event probability estimates during a test
phase after training, where participants also responded to
line stimuli that were unobserved in prior training (osf
.io/zswqm/). However, the following report deviates from
the pre-registration, and exclusively focuses on the training
phase. The study was approved by the ethics committee of
the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, University of Zurich
(Nr. 19.2.19).

Figure 2. Trial-And-Feedback Procedure. (A) Example of
trial sequence. A rare event was observed once in every 4
trials (1-4, 5-8, etc). (B) Resulting observed rare-event reg-
ularity in terms of conditional probabilities (i.e., rare next,
given common-run length) and overall frequency (proportion
of trials with corresponding common-run length; 1 = com-
mon event in last trial, 2 = in last two trials etc., 0 indicates
previous rare feedback).

Method
Participants The experiment was carried out online using
jsPsych (de Leeuw, 2018). We recruited 299 participants on
amazon Mechanical Turk, randomly assigned to the six de-
sign cells. The study duration was about M = 14.5 minutes,
compensated with $2.58 on average, comprised of a lump
sum of $1 plus additional bonus contingent on the collected
Thaler in training. As preregistered, we excluded 16 partic-
ipants who incorrectly answered the questions for task com-
prehension twice, or who stated that their data should be ex-
cluded. We also excluded 32 participants who did not notice
reward variations in both reward conditions in a manipula-
tion check, leaving N(E,V ) = 44, N(E,N) = 43, N(C,V ) = 39,
N(C,N) = 43, N(R,V ) = 46, and N(R,N) = 47 (Reward: [E]qual
vs. [C]ommon vs. [R]are High; Common Label: [V]ase vs.
[N]othing).

Materials & Procedure After signing an informed con-
sent, participants received instructions about the training
phase, followed by control questions to ensure comprehen-
sion of the feedback and reward procedure. If incorrectly an-
swered, a short summary of the instructions followed, and
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the questions were presented again, and repeated until all
questions were answered correctly. Then, they completed the
training and transfer phases. Upon completion, a manipula-
tion check asked whether the potential rewards varied during
training. Finally, after a debriefing, they indicated whether
their data can be used or not.

The training procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2A. In 24
sequential training trials, six slightly different locations on
a plane were marked by a vertical line. That is, the hori-
zontal line was screen-centered, 450px wide, and segmented
into 60 units, with one unit = width of the vertical line, and
we presented only locations around unit 20 (i.e., 17 to 22),
which were appearing as nearly identical. Each of the six
locations was presented four times, and their order was ran-
domized (without replacement). Out of the four respective
presentations, each stimulus was paired three times with the
common event, once with rare event (i.e., the location was
non-diagnostic in predicting both events). In each trial, par-
ticipants predicted whether ‘Vase’ or ‘Nothing’ will follow on
a single location, by choosing from two buttons, followed by
corrective feedback, presented below the stimulus, together
with the reward obtained for the correct prediction according
to the design in Fig. 1B. In incorrect trials, participants al-
ways received 0 Thalers, but we also uncovered the possible
reward, such that they knew that they could have earned more
by predicting the alternative event. To prevent that observed
reward magnitude effects stem from being distracted by vary-
ing numbers, we also introduced slight trial-wise reward de-
viations in the ‘Equal’ condition, by randomly adding +.1, 0
or -.1 to the 5 Thaler.

Importantly, however, we randomized the trial sequences
similar to Lee et al. (2018), resulting in rare events appearing
uniformly over the 24 trials. Specifically, within every four
trials (e.g., trials 1-4, 5-8 etc.), there was one and only one
rare event for each participant. An important consequence
of this randomization method is, that the temporal distance
between two rare events becomes approximately regular, il-
lustrated in Fig. 2B. Specifically, the mode-run-length of the
common event was three, after which the rare event appeared
most often (frequency; dark grey bars). Furthermore, the con-
ditional probability that a run ended given the current run
length increased monotonically, and a run definitely ended
after six common events (light gray bars). Apparently, such a
regularity implies, that there is something to learn about run
length (e.g., as in Restle, 1966), which could be beneficial in
collecting rewards.

Results
Fig. 3 shows the average choice probabilities over training.
Clearly, the probability of predicting the common event dif-
fered between the reward conditions. On average, behavior
in the ‘Equal’ rewards baseline approached the true base rate
(75% common), aligning with previously observed probabil-
ity matching trends (e.g., Shanks et al., 2002). As early hy-
pothesized by Estes (1964), providing high reward for the

common event increased the tendency towards always choos-
ing common, while providing high reward for the rare event
had the opposite effect. Also, common responding seemed
generally lower when Nothing (non-event) was common than
when Vase (event) was common, but there was no apparent
interaction with reward magnitude.

Thus, to first take the classic approach, we tested these
learning-curve effects, by conducting a standard logistic re-
gression (R glm; R Development Core Team, 2008). Other
methods led to very similar results (as for the following anal-
yses), and we report this method for brevity. We included
all main effects and interactions for trial (mean centered), re-
ward magnitude, and label. The model ANOVA indicated a
significant effect of trial χ2(1) = 19.017, p < .001, a main
effect of reward magnitude, χ2(2) = 123.186, p < .001, and
a main effect of event label, χ2(2) = 35.019, p < .001. Fur-
thermore, there was an interaction between trial and reward
magnitude, χ2(2) = 24.744, p < .001, while all other effects
were non-significant (p > .1). Thus, as indicated in Fig. 3,
participants in the Common High condition most quickly in-
creased in their probability of predicting the common event
over trials, but participants in the Rare High condition tended
towards predicting the Rare Event, with the baseline falling in
between. In contrast, the event label (common event = Vase
vs. Nothing) only exerted a bias towards predicting the Vase
event, which did not seem to change over learning.

However, while the learning-curve analysis suggests a
mere bias towards predicting the more rewarding event, there
was evidence that this was due to negative recency, illustrated
in Fig. 4. Each panel shows the probability of predicting the
rare event when observing common-event runs (x-axes). The
four panels separate these recency trends depending on how
many rare events were generally observed before the given
run (e.g., Common Only = first trials before ever observing a
rare event vs. 5 Rare Events = near the end of training). In
Fig. 4A, the run length of 0 reflects behavior in trial 1, while

Figure 3. Training Performance. Probability of predicting the
common event (y-axis) in each condition over training bins (6
blocks, 4 trials each). Horizontal dashed line (left) highlights
true p(Common). Shaded areas = +−1SE.
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in the other panels 0 indicates the response probability di-
rectly after observing the most recent rare event, and increas-
ing run lengths reflect the series of common events thereafter.

Figure 4. Negative Recency Effect in Training. Probability
of predicting the rare event (y-axis), depending on run length
of the common event (x-axis). Panels represent runs 1, 2, 4
and 5 (see text). Error bars indicate simulated 95%CIs of the
choice probabilities in A, and estimated CIs in C to D from
the regression model.

As can be seen, before observing a rare event (Fig. 4A), the
initial choices reflected guessing (run length 0), but directly
after observing the common event in trial 1 (run length 1),
participants strongly expected another common event to fol-
low, in line with the idea of stimulus-event reinforcement. Af-
ter observing the first rare event (Fig. 4B), a similar but more
continuous trend emerged. Crucially, the more rare events the
participants encountered in previous training (Fig. 4C and D),
the stronger negative recency became, seemingly moderated
by reward magnitude.

To test this, we again used a standard logistic regression,
now, however, coding the trials in terms of the common-event
run length, and the number of rare events observed so far (fac-
tor coding), as done in Fig. 4, and as before, further including
reward magnitude and event label. However, we restricted
the run lengths to those larger than 0 to focus on behavior
after participants observed the common events where nega-
tive recency is signified by an increase in rare-event predic-
tions. We also only included factor levels for which there
were more than 10 observations in each resulting design cell.
This included run lengths 1 to 4 in general (as depicted in
Fig. 4), but excluded the first run (i.e., Common Only, Fig.
4A) and the very last run for which only run lengths 1 and 2
were available. Otherwise, the method would result in model-

convergence and effect-identification issues.

As before, the model ANOVA indicated main effects of
reward magnitude χ2(2) = 88.099, p < .001, and event la-
bel, χ2(1) = 14.576, p < .001. Importantly, according to
the hypothesis that behavior changes from positive to neg-
ative recency in general, there was a significant interaction
of run length and the number of observed rare events so far
χ2(12) = 54.916, p < .001. However, as also seen in Fig. 4B
to D, and in line with the hypothesis that negative recency de-
pends on the interest in the rare event, there was a significant
three-way interaction between reward magnitude, run length
and the number of observed events so far, χ2(24) = 39.359,
p = .025. Finally, there was a significant interaction between
event labels and run length, χ2(3) = 8.659, p < .034. Dif-
ferent from reward magnitude, however, this interaction did
not concern the strength of negative recency in terms of rare-
event expectancy increasing with run length. Instead, when
Vase was the common event, the probability of expecting the
rare Nothing event generally peaked at run length 2, but when
Nothing was the common event, expectancy for the rare Vase
event peaked at run length 3 (not shown). Overall, thus, the
influence of reward magnitude on choice preference seemed
driven by negative recency moderated by reward magnitude.
In contrast, event labels seemed to induce a bias of expecting
the Vase event in general, but also to expecting common-Vase
runs to break earlier than common-Nothing runs.

Given there was noisy a regularity such that a rare event
in all conditions most often appeared at a common-event run
length of three, a consequent question is whether the negative
recency strategy helped participants collecting reward. Thus,
as an additional exploration, acknowledging individual dif-
ferences in these strategies, we applied a method similar to
that by Szollosi et al. (2022). Specifically, we assumed that
after observing three rare events, participants should stabilize
on a trend, which could be negative recency, or one of the
two most commonly investigated alternative patterns, namely,
positive recency (RL like), or the usually rational strategy of
probability maximizing (PC, always Predicting the Common
event). We therefore passed runs four to seven into a logistic
regression, separately for each individual, estimating the con-
tinuous increase in rare-event expectancy with increasing run
length (neglecting other factors). We then classified whether a
participant enacted negative recency (increasing expectancy),
positive recency (decreasing expectancy), or PC (exactly-zero
effect, due to never predicting rare). Overall, the shares of the
strategies, respectively, were 48%, 35%, and 16%.

To evaluate the success of each strategy, Fig. 5 shows the
participants’ obtained scores in % of the maximal achievable
payoff in Thalers in these trials. As reference, the horizontal
lines indicate how many % Thalers would have been possible
under two hypothetical strategies, namely, pure maximizing
(Predict the Common, PC), and random probability matching
with 75% common choices (RPM). As can be seen, partic-
ipants who exhibited positive recency (RL; squares) under-
performed in most cases. Maximizing participants (circles)
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performed better than an RPM strategy and other participants
in the Equal Rewards and Common High condition. How-
ever, in the Rare High condition, enacting negative recency
(diamonds), indeed, was en par with PC, and even allowed
to achieve the best results for a number of participants, even
though the sequential regularity was noisy.

Figure 5. Obtained Payoffs by Condition and Recency. The
relative Score (y-axis) indicates individual payoffs relative to
the maximum amount of Thalers achievable. Horizontal lines
indicate achievable payoffs according to hypothetical strate-
gies, PC (always predict common event / maximizing) and
RPM (random probability matching with 75% common re-
sponding). Recency Type indicates sub-groups enacting pos-
itive or negative recency, or maximizing (PC). Hollow sym-
bols = means with 95%CIs. Colored symbols in background
reflect histograms of the individual scores (symbol size re-
flects participant frequency).

Discussion
The central goal of our study was to understand how re-
ward pursuit during visual stimulus-event conditioning af-
fects learning behavior. We therefore employed a single-cue
training task in which participants predicted whether to ob-
serve a Vase or Nothing event (e.g., with Vase observed in
75% of trials, being the common event). We manipulated
the magnitude of reward for correctly predicting the common
and rare outcomes (Equal vs. Common High vs. Rare High),
and the label of the rare event (Vase vs. Nothing). In sum,
we found that instead of simply using the visual stimulus,
most participants seemed to estimate how long the run of the
common event was to predict when the next rare event will
occur. This trend was strongest when the rare event yielded
high reward, and weakest when the common event yielded
high reward. Whether the rare event was labeled as an event
(Vase) or non-event (Nothing), in contrast, revealed a bias in
generally expecting more Vases, which was accompanied by
an interaction, indicating that participants expected common
Vase-runs to end earlier relative to common Nothing runs.

Overall, despite being non-preregistered, the analyses pro-
vide support for the hypotheses by Tune (1964) and Estes
(1964), that negative recency depends on the interest in
the predicted events, highlighting a substantial challenge for
widely applied theories of classic conditioning and economic
research, involving probabilistic feedback, of which we high-
light two. First, similarly discussed by Perruchet (2015),
it seems unfortunate that the phenomenon of negative re-
cency is often neglected in studies investigating stimulus-
event associations, which seems to alter the theoretical in-
terpretation of learning behavior regarding standard RL. That
is, most conditioning studies focus on the question how vi-
sual stimulus-outcome associations are formed using average
learning curves. However, we suggest, in line with early the-
ories (see Estes, 1964; Restle, 1966; Goodnow & Pettigrew,
1955; Jarvik, 1951), that between-trial variance betrays that
most people count event runs instead. In a similar vein, visual
stimulus-outcome associations are often also investigated re-
garding how they generalize to novel stimuli in post-training
test phases (or extinction), using so-called generalization gra-
dients (see Shepard, 1987). However, during such tests, hu-
man generalization responses have been found to be quite di-
verse (e.g., Lee et al., 2018; Schlegelmilch, Wills, & Lee,
2023), which might concern whether or not participants ac-
tually paid attention to the visual stimulus (see also Mack-
intosh, 1974) or to run length. Crucially, in test or extinc-
tion, event feedback and thereby run length is typically miss-
ing. The consequent question is, how individuals having used
run length would proceed when the visual stimulus becomes
important all of a sudden, perhaps inviting for unsupervised
learning, warranting further investigation.

Second, from an economic perspective, our results support
the argument that experience-based decisions that involve
monetary prospects such as risky gambles (see Szollosi et al.,
2022), or probabilistic action rewards (see Feher da Silva et
al., 2017), involve the same learning processes as studied in
conditioning (see Estes, 1964; Fiorina, 1971), leading to neg-
ative recency. In addition, we suggest that the strength of
negative recency depends on the magnitude of reinforcement
of rare events, which could extend common conceptions of
choice preference and risk-taking behavior. Indeed, we agree
with Szollosi et al. (2022) to question the typical view of cal-
culating prospects, and instead to consider integrative psy-
chological explanations of often so-called irrational behavior.
At minimum, in line with recent arguments (e.g., Schulze et
al., 2020), our results suggest that using run lengths to predict
outcomes can be considered a rational strategy if there is a
possibility that there is a sequential pattern, which would al-
low outperforming supposedly more rational ones like prob-
ability maximizing (e.g., as in our Rare High condition). At
least in real life highly rewarding events are also more rare
and there might be reasons for those events not reoccurring in
closer succession. In general, we believe that integrating in-
sights from conditioning, economic decisions and other areas
studying experience-based decisions beyond RL is overdue.
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